
 

Growth and Change 

Topic Plan 

Reception 

 

Understanding the World (UW) 

The World 

- What things grow? How do we know they are 
growing, Welly walk –identifying living things. 

- Matching young and adults. Which babies are born from 
eggs and which are ready to go?  

- Human lifecycle—how have we grown?  Babies to adults. 
Visit with baby Oliver.  

- TRIP - identifying adults and young farm animals. Feeding 
baby animals. 

- Lifecycles of frogs: Collect and observe frogspawn and 
tadpoles. Pond dipping—look at other mini-beast pupa.  

- Identifying different types of plants and reasons for 
growing them. Naming parts of a flowering plant. 

- Plant cress head, broad beans and sunflowers from seeds. 
Tending plants. How can we keep them healthy? 

- TRIP to allotments—sow plants for our pots in the 
outdoor area. 

Technology 

- Recording growth of living things with iPad—Photos and 
video. 

Personal, Social Emotional Development (PSED) 

- Jigsaw scheme—Unit 4 ‘Healthy Me’ 

- Virtues - Cleanliness and Resilience. 

- Developing good learning behaviours. 

Expressive Arts and Design (EAD) 

- Learn songs about living things and growing. 

- Exploring instruments made from natural materials 
(e.g. seed pods). Make seed shakers and model animals. 

- ART DAY— Giant Flowers—made with willow 
and tissue paper - please come and join us. 

- Make a mini garden.  

- Painting - Van Gough ‘Sunflowers’  

Mathematics (M) 

- Read, count and order numbers to 20 —
particularly focussing on the teens numbers. 

- Counting rhymes— adding on one more each 
time. 

- Addition and subtraction— as counting on. 
Writing symbols and using correct vocabulary. 

- Money and shopping. 

- Recognise and describe 2D and 3D shapes. 

- Measuring plants over time — comparing 
heights. 

- The Enormous Turnip - positional language, e.g. 
above, next to, and  weight. 

Literacy (L) 

Non-fiction: Labelling groups of living things and parts of plants, adding captions to diagrams. Instructions 
for growing seeds, making own seed packets. Explanations of Life-cycles. Keeping a bean diary. 

Stories: Modern Texts—Jasper’s Beanstalk, Dora’s Eggs, The Tadpole’s Tale. Monkey Puzzle. Writing own 
stories about a mystery  egg that hatched. Traditional Tales—The Enormous Turnip, The Ugly Duckling.  

Poetry: How does your garden grow? Write own poems about the garden.  

Communication and Language (C&L) 

- Small world play: farm animals,  pond scene, making 
mini gardens. 

- Role Play: farm shop, garden centre.  

Phonics—Read Write Inc 

-Securing Set 1 sounds - confidently blending  
and segmenting to read and write longer words. 

-Continue to learn Set 2 sounds—how to say and 
write them. 

-Practising blending (for reading) and segment-
ing (for writing). 

-Learning to read ‘red tricky words’ - I, of, the, 
my,  no, go, for, he, said, you, your. 

- Continue to learn to read Read Write Inc. 

books independently.   

Helping your child at home 

- Share library books. Read their Read Write Inc books and ORT books regularly with your child. Read to 
them at bedtime. 

- Help your child to learn / practise reading and writing the phonic sounds for sets 1 and 2.  

- Help your child with counting, reading, and ordering numbers 1-20—particularly focussing on the ‘teens’  numbers.  


